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Poetry is life. ... To know the simplicity of all life we must grasp its complexity.1
All we see and feel and know, within and without us, is one mighty poem of striving,
one vast and subtle tragedy.2 To be a true exponent of his time, [architect] must
possess first, last, and always the sympathy and the intuition of a poet.3
Sympathy is that power of man, which may harmonize all his thoughts, all his
outward activities. ... Sympathy is of spirit. ... [It] enfolds both knowledge and
understanding.4 [Architecture] is a product of the time, of the place and of the men;
and time, place, men and architecture are all alike.5 A building is a screen behind
which a man is hiding.6 For the true cause of a building is not external, but internal.
It lies, proximately, in the mind of one man, and that man [is] the architect. ...
Whatever the mind is, the building will be its image.7
There isn’t much difference between a poet and a madman, after all; only, one is a
little more “regulated” than the other.8 Man is both flesh and spirit. ... Man has the
power of feeling, of emotion: great powers of his inner life: hence man is The Poet.9
That a poet should arise as an exhalation from the spiritual agony and drought of
his people, to condense, and return the waters, and after that that there should be
rainbows and other beautiful things is fine, but it is too metaphysical. ... [Architect]
must cause a building to grow naturally, logically and poetically out of its conditions.
... [Architect is] a poet who uses not words but bulding materials as his medium of
expression.10 Poetry, properly understood, means the most highly efficient form of
mental eyesight. ... [Poetry] stands for the most telling quality that man can impart
to his thoughts and his acts.11
1 – Sullivan, Kindergarten Chats and Other Writings. 48: On Poetry, p.159
2 – Ibid. What is the Just Subordination in Architctural Design, p.185
3 – Ibid. Emotional Architecture as Compared With Intellectual, p.199
4 – Ibid. 44: On Knowledge and Understanding p.149
5 – Ibid. 33: Our City, p. 107
6 – Ibid. 4: Garden, p.25
7 – Ibid. 7: The Key, p.32
8 – Ibid. 25: A Letter, p.86
9 – Ibid. 31: Man’s Powers, p.101
10 – Ibid. 41: What is an Architect, p.136–137, p.140
11 – Ibid. What is Architecture, p.238
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Louis Sullivan outlined in Kindergarten Chats
and Other Writings that we know through our
minds and we understand through our hearts.
Consciousness touches minds and experience
touches hearts. Since phenomenology is the
study of both consciousness and experience,
this phenomenological architectural thesis is
designed to touch both minds and hearts.
As someone who has spent quite some time in
local milieus in West and East Africa, who has
worked in both western and eastern worlds,
and who comes from an old town in Central
Europe with a cathedral over 700 years-old,
a place that went through many architectural
styles improving on top of each other, I am of
the opinion that instead of replacement, we
need embracement in order to root one’s social
identity. Only then we will elevate cultural
heritage in any context, for example African.
Tapestry is a proposal for Mzuzu University’s new
library in Malawi. It began in September 2017
after the sudden passing of our classmate and
the subsequent realization that cherishing empty
space creates a beautiful place, just like fond
memories in one’s heart. Hence, this proposal
expresses a similar notion in front of what once
used to be Mzuni’s former library, a friend that
also left unexpectedly during a devastating fire
in December 2015.
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metaphysical
touch offers a sense of substance, the confidence that
an object or a building will still be there when we wake up next morning
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do not forget that
it is easy to forget
that which is easy
do not disregard
complexity of a line
regarded boring
enjoy poetry
structured yet flexible too
free within its bounds
create a sound loom
weave ‘parchitecture from it
inspirational
rethink modern rush
slow down and see the unseen
rush towards quiet
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produce and produce
no time to reduce, deduce
succinct essentials
shape, space, with details
that which is all around us
very physical
form, place, ideas
the greater phenomenon
metaphysical
imagine moments
particular enigma
‘pataphysical
see the connections
get beyond the literal
relationships
COMMUNITY
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EMBRACE

TAPESTRY
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relationships
within sensual places
evoking moments
all buildings evolve
program is just that, program
interchangeable
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root its belonging
find what is unmoved mover
organization
hierarchy, order
search for the right conditions
let go of all else
unmoved mover moves
original river source
all else flows from it
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first we shape our buildings
and afterwards our buildings shape us
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SHIELD

EXISTING CLASSROOMS

TAPESTRY

MEMORY GARDEN

WATER COLUMN

SERVICE CORE

OFFICE CORE

WATER COLUMN
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consider this thought
brick is not a material
brick is a module
singularity
module that defines, unit
outward oriented
tapestry fiber
module that knits, united
inward oriented
a bead among beads
modules that collaborate
textured whole with holes
intentional gaps
horizontal, vertical
windows spreading light
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start with dignity
enlightenment is needed
through intensity
light shines on surface
and through it on another
where surfaces meet
corners collect light
distinct, tactile boundaries
accumulation
corners shine light back
amplified and reflected
thickness is needed
as without thickness
they diminish, disappear
surfaces surpass
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architecture now
however, strives for thinness
contemporary
sash, stile, muntin, rail
smaller, smaller, go away
windows become panes
pains and nothing else
corners become unwanted
relics of the past
once thick and robust
when light shone onto structure
bold architecture
do not forget light
amplified intensity
corners dignify
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physical is not
the generative focus
degenerative

philips exeter
academy library

ONE VOLUME
SPLIT TO TWO,
SHIFTED TO
MATCH SITE

exeter, nh, usa

what truly matters
are generative choices
which fruit to simmer
physical is plain
incidental to banal
banana choices
plan, play with plain planes
hierarchy comes from section
right kind of questions
through genius loci
experience enlightenment
spirit of a place
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MEZZANINES FOR
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1/2 MEZZANINE
LEVEL UP

RAMPS ON FACADE
PIAZZA
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unmeasurable
lustrous silence with whist light
to measurable
vertical corners
horizontal screen, light comes
disected spirit
this place yearns water
dry seasons change rainy ones
earn those verdant years
reach up to the sky
with both hands like open books
collect sun and rain
do not seal spirit
outside community comes
natural airing
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SUMMER

WINTER

ROOF OVERHANG
BLOCS HIGHEST
SUMMER SUN

ROOF OVERHANG
BLOCKS LOWEST
WINTER SUN

CROSS VENTILATION AND STACK EFFECT
DUE TO BUTTERFLY ROOF, MEZZANINE LEVELS,
PERMEABLE SCREENS, AND RAMPS AS LOUVERS

HOT AIR
OUTLET
COLD AIR
INLET
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“OOPEN-BOOK” PV BUTTERFLY ROOF
FOR ENERGY GENERATION AND
RAINWATER HARVESTING

“COMMUNAL” PIAZZA
WITH SOFTSCAPING FOR
RAINWATER RETENTION

NORTH-FACING PLAYGROUND
AND COMMUNITY GARDEN FOR
SITEWATER RUNOFF
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ROOF PLAN
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‘pataphysical
collective experience is always a part of anything we do in africa
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replace or embrace
which and when inspires us
in communities
intellectual
and profoundly personal
feel identity
let the locale flow
celebrate that river source
embracing milieu
let the spirit grow
water blooms trees in forests
like books bloom knowledge
in a library
weaving our tapestry
for community

OPEN ROOF FOR
COLLABORATION

CONTEMPLATION

chipakata academy
lusaka, zambia

jetvana center
maharashtra, india

MEZZANINES
former library
mzuzu, malawi
CENTRAL GATHERING PLACE
fau university
sao paulo, brazil

DYNAMIC
CIRCULATION
cultural center
sao paulo, brazil
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a wise man once said
most questions are too complex
so i thought, haiku
architects feel form
it is ideas’ essence
my wife says, form what
did you ask, what’s form
form, syntactic harmony
of use and meaning
use, the pragmatic
and meaning, the semantic
my dear, form ain’t shape
my dear form ain’t shape
sensory yet sensual
metaphysical

PERFORATED SCREEN
terra cotta studio
dien ban, vietnam

SELECTIVE PERMEABILITY
ngamwongwan ‘brick’ house
bangkok, thailand
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11.1.1		

11.1.2		
11.1.3		
11.2.1		
11.2.2		
11.2.3		
11.3.1		
11.3.2		
11.3.3		
11.4.1		
11.4.2		
11.4.3		
11.5.1		
11.5.2		

11.5.3		
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or was it, for what
to reveal the unseen fore
because we enrich
architecture is
not about adding value
value is fleeting
architecture ain’t
and dignity is timeless
once attained, endures
so maybe you meant
what and why are you forming
you should see by now
we form formless form
to reform what was unseen
forming dignity
CORNER FACADE
FINAL ITERATION

DYNAMIC FACADE
EARLY ITERATION

tapestry
study model 8

tapestry
study model 5

TEXTURED FACADE
EARLY ITERATION

CORNER FACADE
FINAL ITERATION

tapestry
study model 3

tapestry
study model 9
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spirit of light
light is really the source of all being
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louis kahn
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SPIRIT OF LIGHT
To begin our inquiry into how we design for a local community while respecting heritage
and touching their hearts, we first identify with Christian Norberg-Schulz’s realizations that
“meaning is the fundamental human need,” (Norberg-Schulz, p.23) and that “only poetry makes
human existence meaningful.” (Norberg-Schulz, p.23) Next, we understand Le Corbusier’s notion
that “the purpose of architecture is to move us” (Norberg-Schulz, p.6) as a call for both physical
and mental movement. Finally, we follow with case studies of “light, a phenomenological
category” (Norberg-Schulz, p.31) and “a window, a characteristic motif” (Norberg-Schulz, p.15) in
particular. To illustrate the phenomenological expression of feeling that a yet-to-be imagined
place conveys, this poetic exploration flows through ordered sets of haiku.
1.3.1		
1.3.2		
1.3.3		

enjoy poetry
structured yet flexible too
free within its bounds

Overall, Spirit of Light is a scholarly phenomenological case study of light followed by a
‘pataphysical design proposal for Tapestry: a new library at Mzuzu University in Malawi.
This library proposal is introduced through poems and visual information in the following
sets: metaphysical, physical, ‘pataphysical. To define the terms in “the most highly efficient
form,” (Sullivan, p.238) refer to the following sets of haiku.
2.2.1		
2.2.2		
2.2.3		

shape, space, with details
that which is all around us
very physical

2.3.1		
2.3.2		
2.3.3		

form, place, ideas
the greater phenomenon
metaphysical

2.4.1		
2.4.2		
2.4.3		

imagine moments
particular enigma
‘pataphysical

This inquiry challenges the contemporary architectural desire to abandon corners and
to strive for generic thinness in walls and hermetically sealed windows, thus neglecting
Fritz Steele’s notion of beautiful “psychological or interactional sense of place.” (Steele, p.9)
This particular sense of place is specific to time and setting. As a French saying states,
“Time will not consecrate that in which she has been ignored.” (Sullivan, p.26) Therefore,
Louis Kahn’s notion of “silence, the unmeasurable, and light, the measurable” (Kahn, p.20)
are key concepts for intentional and atmospheric creation of unique spaces that are to be
sensed over passing time. Furthermore, as Jun’ichiro Tanizaki realizes, without corners
we are left with nothing but voids, “Were the shadows to be banished from its corners,
the alcove would in that instant revert to mere void.” (Tanizaki, p.20) On the scale of a day,
sun movements denote the passage of time through light and shadows. On the scale of
a season, integrating wind and rain further roots any design to its local setting. Hence,
places that embrace and amplify these natural forces have “spirit ... that acts in a powerful,
predictable manner on everybody who encounters them.” (Steele, p.13)
3.5.1		
3.5.2		
3.5.3		
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unmoved mover moves
original river source
all else flows from it

SITE APPROACH
horizontal axis of respect
Draw inspiration from locally unique purple jacaranda trees. Build a memory garden on the place of the old library, make it a new pedestrian entry, introduce
an axis of respect originating from it, and build the new library on an open lot in front of it. Dedicate the northern part of the site to future expansion and a
possible parking garage. Make the axis of respect go through a communal piazza accessible to all, at all times, and use the piazza during immatriculations and
graduations as a promenade terminating at a proposed outdoor amphitheater in a west forest. Construct the piazza from a combination of softscaping and
hardscaping of gently sloping plateaus, only 15cm drop over 2.2m. Create the central piazza from 4 points of the site’s existing slope and make the same points
define the 1:20 slopes of ramp bridges above. Terminate the vertical pathways under open roofs that shield places for collaboration and contemplation.
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In order to supplement a vertical dimension of light uniquely present in corners, we also
explore a dimension of light that is perpendicular to the vertical one. Horizontal light
shines through a permeable screen with intentional holes that become personal windows
for individuals of different heights. In order to create the true spirit of a place defined as a
“genius loci” by Norberg-Schulz, (Norberg-Schulz, p.5, p.10, p.18) we shall apply Henri Lefebvre’s
notion of “social space” to design a piazza, a central gathering place.
[Social space] is the outcome of a sequence and set of operations, and thus
cannot be reduced to the rank of a simple object. ... Social space is what
permits fresh actions to occur, while suggesting others and prohibiting yet
others. ... Social spaces interpenetrate one another and/or superimpose
themselves upon one another. They are not things, which have mutually
limiting boundaries and which collide because of their contours or as a result
of inertia. (Lefebvre, p.73, p.86–87)
These realizations become crucial to conceive indoor and outdoor spaces in this particular,
“unique imaginary [‘pataphysical] solution” (Baudrillard) for the proposed design of the Mzuzu
University’s new library with community functions and a central ceremonial piazza between
two open roofs for collaboration and contemplation.
1.5.1		
1.5.2		
1.5.3		

rethink modern rush
slow down and see the unseen
rush towards quiet

Campus
•
•
•

a campus piazza is formed between two open roofs along an axis
entries are within communal central piazza with floating ramp bridges
a grand auditorium welcomes campus visitors

Sense of grandeur
•
•
•

a vertical axis of university aspirations organizes program
(service, perfection, self-reliance)
spatial composition builds on the legacy of campus patterns and old library
students and community contribute to create the tapestry

Iconic presence
•
•
•

a horizontal axis of respect gathers entering students through graduation
ramps function as overlooks and landings as destinations
woven circulation threads the axes to elevate community and students

PROGRAMMATIC APPROACH
vertical axis of aspirations

Materiality and performance
•
•
•
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a loom, conventional cast-in-place concrete grid, is rotated at 45 degrees
core masonry towers frame curtain walls around central conditioned areas
an exterior screen wall functions as a shield of protection and a light filter

Due to the scope of roughly 10,000sqm and accessibility requirements with no elevators, weave 2 passively ventilated and daylit building modules (each with
designated conditioned areas at their cores) with 4 primary floating ramp Vierendeel truss bridges above the piazza. Limit the piazza to 1:20 slope so that
no intermediary landings are required. Designate 4 secondary 1:12 ramps in solar chimneys that create study nooks at intermediary landings. Make each
mezzanine level and each balcony entry to a main floor plate a destination. Set the order of columns and structural wing walls strategically to define and
organize space. Introduce a vertical axis of aspirations that designates a ground floor to community-related activities (service), floors above to study-related
activities (perfection), and the open-book butterfly roof to PV energy generation and rainwater harvesting (self-reliance).
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All of the above, and especially the open roof literally above, are possible only when we do
not ignore local milieu and embrace the locale. As Kate Goodwin, the curator of “Sensing
Spaces: Architecture Reimagined” exhibition reasones,
Buildings are the ever-present background to our lives. Today, they are
created largely as a practical and rational response to a brief, to the demands
and constraints of function and site, and as the shelter and container for
what we do. How they might affect our senses and spirit is often a secondary
consideration. But, arguably, much of the richness of architecture comes
from the multifaceted way our senses respond to it, from the way it catches
our imaginations, and from its emotional impact on us. ... Being physically,
emotionally and psychologically aware of the spaces that surround us and are
of our place within them could be described as having a sense of presence.
(Goodwin, p.35–36)

Therefore, we shall always work with multitude of subtle contextual clues and anchor any
project in its existing environment. We shall caution against that very Western approach of,
“We–and now–know better than anybody else, ours shall be at the forefront, and there will
never be anything better than this.” (not a direct quote, a paraphrase of a common sentiment) Such
(megalo)maniac thoughts are not respectful of one’s heritage, at best, and at worst they are
clearly disrespectful. To quote an African educator, novelist, and architect Lesley Lokko,
In the rich cauldron of African histories, experiences, climates and cultures,
we cut and paste our way to a contemporary idiom, rather than the careful,
slower and more self-reflective act of translation, which might produce an
unexpected and hitherto unknown architectural result. (Lokko, p.12)
In order to reveal that “careful, slower and more self-reflective act of translation,”
(Lokko, p.12) Tapestry proposal is strongly rooted in the project’s place, in particular:
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•

1:20 ramp slope extrapolated from the site sloping from NW to SE.

•

The old library’s anchoring in the proposed memory garden.

•

E to W orientation for environmental concerns (solar).

•

S to N open corridors for environmental concerns (wind).

•

Architectural language of weaving a complex tapestry of community from
a structural loom.

•

Architectural language of smaller units joined via paths connected in
section rather than hrough plan.

•

Architectural language of university’s aspirations translated to sectional
organization.

•

Architectural language of existing exterior ramps in other buildings
(e.g. the SW one).

•

Architectural language of existing covered walkways joining multiple
buildings together (e.g. the NW one).

•

Possibility to adjoin the 2nd floor of the existing non-accessible classroom
building in the NW (i.e. the NW corner of Tapestry) and thus add extra
wheelchair accessible classrooms.

ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH
tapestry
Balance dualities. Through a 45 degree structural grid, weave the complex tapestries of community and students, town and university, contemplation and
collaboration. Set this grid as a loom that threads the axes of respect and aspirations. Do not disregard the seemingly boring, and do not to underestimate the
complexity of a straight line. Find inspiration in structured yet creatively flexible haiku form because architecture is similarly flexible but bounded.
							1.3.1
							1.3.2
							1.3.3

enjoy poetry
structured yet flexible too
free within its bound
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While some reduction upon careful consideration is ultimately inevitable and in fact
desirable, outright elimination is different as it sets ideas into oblivion. Blatant elimination
is indeed undesirable and it is avoidable with any amount of “sympathy” Louis Sullivan
had called for. (Sullivan, p.149) Thus, before reducing and deducing succinct essentials, we
shall consider a vocabulary of inspirations from a project’s local community, in our example
namely a tapestry, shield, screen, embrace. These elements may not manifest themselves in
the final version of a project phisically but they are for sure considered metaphisically.
8.5.1		
8.5.2		
8.5.3		

do not seal spirit
outside community comes
natural airing

9.1.1		
9.1.2		
9.1.3		

replace or embrace
which and when inspires us
in communities

We develop a metaphoric vocabulary of local inspirations, not necessarily literal
correspondences. We embrace the community through what is innate in it. For Tapestry in
particular, we consider architectural qualities of screening and shielding natural elements
such as sun, wind, rain. Although not directly, such metaphysical images manifest
themselves throughout the design proposal via careful interpretations. As Susan Sontag
articulates in her “Against Interpretation” essay,
But it should be noted that interpretation is not simply the compliment that
mediocrity pays to genius. It is, indeed, the modern way of understanding
something, and is applied to works of every quality. ... What is needed,
first, is more attention to form in art. ... What is needed is a vocabulary—a
descriptive, rather than prescriptive, vocabulary—for forms. ... Our task is
not to find the maximum amount of content in a work of art, much less to
squeeze more content out of the work than is already there. Our task is to cut
back content so that we can see the thing at all. (Sontag, p.8–9, p.12, p.14)
We conclude with the realization that the spirit of light—genius loci of a ‘pataphisical
imagined place we had designed—lies in the qualities that corners and windows offer,
namely the ability to channel, to amplify, to distribute, and to personalize light.
9.3.1		
9.3.2		
9.3.3		

let the locale flow
celebrate that river source
embracing milieu

The main objective of this inquiry was to discover lasting overarching architectural thoughts
and to apply them appropriately within a specific project proposal. Since such thoughts
are transferable between projects, the initial metaphysical study flowed into a specific
physical design proposal that followed. Through the inquiry in haiku writing style, this
poetry collection evaluated corners, windows, light, intensity, form. Not only we proposed
an exciting and unique library design, but we also discovered that dignity is the key to
unlocking the spirit of light in any project, regardless of its form.
11.5.1		
11.5.2		
11.5.3		
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we form formless form
to reform what was unseen
forming dignity

BUILDING APPROACH
weaving
Weave Mzuni gifts for students and community to be given during construction, immatriculations, graduations. As an exemplary role-model stimulus for
innovative craft in the building sector (brickmakers, bricklayers, welders), construct with woven or beaded, adaptive, high-performance, brick screens. Make
these screens locally in small modules that will be assembled onsite efficiently and systematically with selective porosity for light and ventilation. Also, annually,
inspired by the architectural tectonics of Tapestry (the new library), design woven patterns on notebooks (immatriculation gifts) and ribbon scarves (graduation
gifts). Let these patterns be different for each class year, as their identity symbol. Commission local craftswomen or craftsmen in order to provide regular
economic opportunities that will become long-term stimuli for existing craft in the larger Mzuzu community (fabric makers, beaders, basket weavers).
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spirit of light thought
earth without art is just ‘eh’
imagination

tapestry
towards a newer
‘parchitecture, that which is
‘pataphysical

1.1.1
1.1.2
1.1.3
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.3.3
1.4.1
1.4.2
1.4.3
1.5.1
1.5.2
1.5.3

do not forget that
it is easy to forget
that which is easy
do not disregard
complexity of a line
regarded boring
enjoy poetry
structured yet flexible too
free within its bounds
create a sound loom
weave ‘parchitecture from it
inspirational
rethink modern rush
slow down and see the unseen
rush towards quiet

2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.3
2.5.1
2.5.2
2.5.3

produce and produce
no time to reduce, deduce
succinct essentials
shape, space, with details
that which is all around us
very physical
form, place, ideas
the greater phenomenon
metaphysical
imagine moments
particular enigma
‘pataphysical
see the connections
get beyond the literal
relationships

3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.3
3.4.1
3.4.2
3.4.3
3.5.1
3.5.2
3.5.3

relationships
within sensual places
evoking moments
all buildings evolve
program is just that, program
interchangeable
root its belonging
find what is unmoved mover
organization
hierarchy, order
search for the right conditions
let go of all else
unmoved mover moves
original river source
all else flows from it

4.1.1
4.1.2
4.1.3
4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.3.1
4.3.2
4.3.3
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.4.3
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3

consider this thought
brick is not a material
brick is a module
singularity
module that defines, unit
outward oriented
tapestry fiber
module that knits, united
inward oriented
a bead among beads
modules that collaborate
textured whole with holes
intentional gaps
horizontal, vertical
windows spreading light

5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3

start with dignity
enlightenment is needed
through intensity
light shines on surface
and through it on another
where surfaces meet
corners collect light
distinct, tactile boundaries
accumulation
corners shine light back
amplified and reflected
thickness is needed
as without thickness
they diminish, disappear
surfaces surpass

6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3

architecture now
however, strives for thinness
contemporary
sash, stile, muntin, rail
smaller, smaller, go away
windows become panes
pains and nothing else
corners become unwanted
relics of the past
once thick and robust
when light shone onto structure
bold architecture
do not forget light
amplified intensity
corners dignify

7.1.1
7.1.2
7.1.3
7.2.1
7.2.2
7.2.3
7.3.1
7.3.2
7.3.3
7.4.1
7.4.2
7.4.3
7.5.1
7.5.2
7.5.3

physical is not
the generative focus
degenerative
what truly matters
are generative choices
which fruit to simmer
physical is plain
incidental to banal
banana choices
plan, play with plain planes
hierarchy comes from section
right kind of questions
through genius loci
experience enlightenment
spirit of a place

8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.3.3
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3

unmeasurable
lustrous silence with whist light
to measurable
vertical corners
horizontal screen, light comes
disected spirit
this place yearns water
dry seasons change rainy ones
earn those verdant years
reach up to the sky
with both hands like open books
collect sun and rain
do not seal spirit
outside community comes
natural airing

9.1.1
9.1.2
9.1.3
9.2.1
9.2.2
9.2.3
9.3.1
9.3.2
9.3.3
9.4.1
9.4.2
9.4.3
9.5.1
9.5.2
9.5.3

replace or embrace
which and when inspires us
in communities
intellectual
and profoundly personal
feel identity
let the locale flow
celebrate that river source
embracing milieu
let the spirit grow
water blooms trees in forests
like books bloom knowledge
in a library
weaving our tapestry
for community

10.1.1
10.1.2
10.1.3
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3
10.3.1
10.3.2
10.3.3
10.4.1
10.4.2
10.4.3
10.5.1
10.5.2
10.5.3

a wise man once said
most questions are too complex
so i thought, haiku
architects feel form
it is ideas’ essence
my wife says, form what
did you ask, what’s form
form, syntactic harmony
of use and meaning
use, the pragmatic
and meaning, the semantic
my dear, form ain’t shape
my dear form ain’t shape
sensory yet sensual
metaphysical

11.1.1
11.1.2
11.1.3
11.2.1
11.2.2
11.2.3
11.3.1
11.3.2
11.3.3
11.4.1
11.4.2
11.4.3
11.5.1
11.5.2
11.5.3

or was it, for what
to reveal the unseen fore
because we enrich
architecture is
not about adding value
value is fleeting
architecture ain’t
and dignity is timeless
once attained, endures
so maybe you meant
what and why are you forming
you should see by now
we form formless form
to reform what was unseen
forming dignity

spirit of light thought
earth without art is just ‘eh’
imagination
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